Natural wood doors
Inimitably authentic and cosy
Do you like to surround yourself in your home with natural
materials and high quality surfaces and are also concerned to know where they came from? Then we are happy
to recommend to you our real wood veneer collection!
Wood is a healthy material in the sense that it has many
health-promoting properties, People with allergies,for
example, benefit from the fact that wood is not electrostatically charged and therefore does not attract allergens
such as dust.
Wood regulates air. It takes excess moisture out of the
ambient air and releases it again when the surrounding air
is dry again.
Wood has its own charisma,
its individuality is
reflected not just in the
way it looks but also
in the way it feels
when you touch it.
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Being in the presence of wood is
often experienced as
something pleasant
even before people
consciously think of
it as being a natural
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Wooden doors

Plain door, Oak Wallis Cross, single leaf, Frame EE, V4426 hinges

For those of you who like to be surrounded by special surfaces
and who value their origin. The new veneers do not only convince
by their vivid appearance but also by complex finishing technologies.
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Plain & Cross
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Oak Wallis

Oak Wallis Cross

Oak Tirol

Oak Tirol Cross

brushed & oiled

brushed & oiled

brushed & matt lacquered

brushed & matt lacquered

Oak Tirol Cross, brushed & matt lacquered
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Wooden doors

Canad. Hard Maple Natural

Canad. Hard Maple Natural Cross

White Oak Natural

White Oak Natural Cross

Core Beech

Core Beech Cross

Cherry

Cherry Cross

Here at LEBO we want to show you how attractive Plain doors can
be. In addition to the classical lengthways -oriented visual appearance, transverse orientations are now also becoming increasingly popular. We follow this trend with our “cross optics.”
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Knotty Oak

Knotty Oak Cross

Beech Natural

Beech Natural Cross
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Wooden doors

American Walnut

American Walnut Cross

Beech Markant

Tiama

Limba

To manufacture the LEBO veneer doors we use only selected
simple or beautifully combined fine wood veneers. Wood is a
naturally growing material. This means that veneer strips can vary
in colour, structure and consistency. There may even be variations within a single veneer strip These natural characteristics
make our products authentic and mean that each element of the
door is a unique object in itself.
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Plain & Cross
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Wooden doors
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Quirin 1 Knotty Oak

Detail view: Quirin 1 Knotty Oak

Exciting!
With the “Quirin” series, we would like to show
you how exciting it can be to combine veneer
effects in both vertical and horizontal way. You
can choose your own personal favourite from five
different models.
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Quirin

Quirin 2 Knotty Oak

Quirin 3 Knotty Oak

Tra d it io n a l,
a lp in e
e le m e n ts .. .

Quirin 4 Knotty Oak

Quirin 5 Knotty Oak

...combin ed with modern
design

For example:
LEBO has furnished the “Silva Peak Residences“
- a set of apartments in the a fabulous ski resort
with more than 31 door door sets s in Quirin Knotty Oak. We therefore created an alpine feel using
both modern and traditional design elements.
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Wooden doors

Gropius 1
Cherry

Gropius 2
American Walnut

Gropius 3
White Oak Natural

Gropius 4
Beech Natural

Gropius 3
not available in CPL

Gropius 5
Canad. Hard Maple Natural

This special series of designs is available in five models in the
style of the famous architect Walter Gropius, one of the founders
of the modern architectural style.
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